Jolla Mind2: The Privacy-First AI Computer

Jolla Mind2 is a privacy-first AI computer that empowers you to reclaim control of your digital life. Mind2 seamlessly integrates with your phone or computer, serving as your personal AI assistant, knowledge base and communication hub, all while keeping your data safe and secure.

Unlike most AI assistants that rely on cloud processing, Mind2 is your local and personal device, ensuring your data remains private and secure. This is achieved with revolutionary technologies developed in collaboration with Venho AI Ltd, a Finnish AI technology start-up focusing on next-generation AI software development. The key advancements of the solution are efficient utilization of vector database model combined with local LLM’s and decentralized identity (DID) technology.

"Jolla Mind2 is like having a personal assistant who is always there to help, making life more convenient and less stressful" said Antti Saarnio, Chairman of Jolla. "AI assistants can have tremendous positive impact on our lives, but the users must be in control" continued Saarnio.

Key features of Jolla Mind2 include:

- **Manage all your daily digital tasks from one AI embedded interface**
- **Privacy-first design**: Your data stays on your device. 100% user-controlled.
- **Knowledge base for your digital life**: A central repository for your digital information, keeping it organized, accessible and under your control. Store your emails, messages, documents and more, creating a comprehensive archive of your communications and interactions.
● **Open ecosystem**: Developers can create and share apps, expanding Mind2's capabilities.

● **Secure, trustless privacy with decentralized login**: your Mind2 is yours alone, accessible only with your unique decentralized login.

● **Voice-activated**: Communicate with Mind2 naturally with voice.

● **Seamless compatibility**: Mind2 connects effortlessly with your smartphone, computer and other compatible devices.

● **Specialized agents**: Messaging, email, calendar, contacts, tasks, document management and signing, and report writing and more.

The Jolla Mind2 AI Computer is first available for pre-orders as a limited batch Community Edition at [Jolla’s Online Shop](https://www.jolla.com) with the first community members shipments starting in September. General availability will be announced later during summer 2024. Online consumer price for the AI computer is €699.

**Jolla C2 - a Community Phone powered by Sailfish OS and the Community**

The Jolla C2 is a reference phone built for the Sailfish OS community. It comes pre-installed with Sailfish OS 5.0, providing a pure Sailfish experience and serving as a platform for the community to develop, customize, innovate and enjoy the unparalleled freedom of private and ad-free Operating System.

The Jolla Community Phone is available now in limited batch for pre-orders at the price of €299 at [Jolla’s Online Shop](https://www.jolla.com) with the first shipments starting in August.

**Strategic Partnership with Reeder**

Jolla also announced a strategic partnership with Reeder Teknoloji, the leading Turkish mobile phone manufacturer, to collaborate on expanding the Sailfish OS ecosystem and bringing new products and services to market. Reeder licenses Sailfish OS mobile operating system for use in its portfolio of future devices.

"As a device manufacturer, to know that so much is possible to customize, to change the depth of the smart phone's operating system is really like a dream come true for us." said Uygar Saral, Founder and CEO of Reeder. "I'm very happy that we are on this journey and that we have joined you. Hopefully we do great things for the world and we change the world together also in future of AI" continued Mr. Saral.

Reeder will be the manufacturing partner for both the Jolla Mind2 and Jolla Community Phone.

---

*About Jolla* Jolla is a Finnish technology company dedicated to creating innovative, user-centric
mobile experiences. With a focus on privacy, security, and open-source technology, Jolla is committed to empowering individuals in the digital age.

About Reeder. Reeder Teknoloji is the leading Turkish mobile phone manufacturer having 3 million users and monthly selling over 100,000 phones.
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